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ABSTRACT
Studies were conducted to characterize heat transfer mechanisms of
solid propellant pyrogen igniters. Experimental data were obtained from
previously conducted tests which measured igniter heat transfer to non-
reactive walls by firing solid propellant pyrogen igniters into an
instrumented duct. The effects of mass flow rates and aluminized
copper
and nonalumlnized igniter propellants were evaluated with two head-end
'!: igniter configurations and sonic and supersonic aft-end igniters•
For the fixed duct diameter and ratio of duct-to-igniter jet diameters .
tested, the most pronounced effect on heat transfer was attributable to
igniter mass flow rate. Qualitatively, the higher flow rates resulted in
sharper and higher peaks. Although the location of the maxima could not be
U analytically determined from theoretical considerations, all maxima were
I_ observed to be in the neighborhood of 2 port diameters downstream of the
igniter exit plane. The amplitudes of the maxima were proportional to the
I} mass flux G for aluminized igniter propellant and G0"3 for nonaluminized
propellants. The canted head-end igniters displayed significant higher
U peak-hea + _luxes than the axial igniters tested, which is attributed to
direct jet impingement upon the duct wall. Considerable differences in
U the circumferential heat flux in the impingement area persisted until 6 to
/
I 7 port diameters downstream of the impingement region.
Correlations are found for the length-dependent head-end igniter data;
i the correlations reducing to the classical full-developed pipe flow form ,
approximately 10 diameters downstream of the maximum heat transfer point.
Methods of determining the location and magnitude of the maximum heat
! transfer are also presented and discussed.
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Correlations based upon the total igniter mass flow race indicated
that for distances greater than 3 port diameters downstream of the igniter
exit plane, there was little effect of aluminum in the igniter pzopellant
Fii upon the convective heat transfer coefficient. At the maximum heat transfer
points, the aluminized propellants exhibited approximately 20% higher heat
ii coefficients.
No general correlations were found which were believed to be valid for
U aft-end ignition• Unknown flow dynamics and limited test data prohibited a
U meaningful generalized correlation.
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SYMBOLS
'il' Nu Nusselt number = hD/k
Pr PrandtI number ffi_Cp
_I k
!;
GD
Re Reynolds number m
r--
CG
P
il A Cross-sectional area "
( 'J
a Consrant
. b Consrant
,_ C Specific heat
!i_. c Constant
D Diameter
e Consrant
_ f Consrant
Fc Radiation calorimeter calibration factor
!l
G Mass velocity = _/A
i
II g Constant
T Temperature
i
m
I' h Convective heat transfer coefficient
!
k Thermal conductlvity
kI,k2 Constants
K Consrant
I Thickness
i[] x
H
• l I i i _ i _ i P g l
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M Mass of radiation calorimeter slug
P Pressure
I q heat flux
I r Radius
Flame propagation rate
P
T SF Scale factor
t Time
Ui _ Mass flow rate
x Axial distance along duct measured from o
end of duct
x' Axial distance along duct measured from
I'! igniter jet impingement point
Ii GREEK SYMBOLS
(_ ThermaI diffusivlty
Ratio of specific heats
Y
¢ Emiasivity
, k Wave length
I! _ Viscosity
Density
_ A function of x°
SUBSCRIPTS /
aw Adiabatic wall conditions
]_ or stream orb Bulk conditionsburning propellant
c Chamber conditions
cu Copper
_ xi
i
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I e Nozzle exit plane
i Igniter
I j Jet
ign Conditions in the igniter or igniter exit
O m Average
max Max imum
rad Due to radiation
w Wall conditions
x Conditions at axial location x (e.g., Nux) .
I _ Conditions at infinity (e,g., Nu )
o Initial conditions
|
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1.0 INTRODUCTION
J
Significant advances have been made during the past decade in the
design and use of solid propellant igniters. These advances have resulted !
from a definition of design principles based on theoretical considerations i.
' and experimentally developed criteria. The results of many studies have
shown that ignition can be characterized by a knowledge of the thermal
energy input to the solid propellant surface and the response of the pro-
pellant to this input. Studies have indicated that ignition is established
at any point on the propellant surface when runaway reaction conditions are
attained (i.e., an autoignition temperature which depends on igniter heat
flux and chamber pressure), and that the total ignition event is character-
ized by the time and spatial variation in attainment of the runaway reaction
conditions. Because of spatial input variations to the solid propellant
, grain resulting from use of different igniter configurations, various lo-
cations reach runaway conditions at different times yielding an ignition
I front which propagates across the surface. The rate of propagation is
dependent upon the previous time history heat input to the propellant grain _
and deflnltion of this time history with location is necessary to character-
ize the total ignition event. Thus, the important characteristic of any lT
I
ignition system is the heat flux to the propellant surface produced by the
igniter.
A con_nonly used method of ignition is the pyrogen igniter which contains
a small solid propellant charge to provide the thermal energy required for
ignition. The energy transfer from the relatively nonreactive exhaust of the
pyrogen igniter flowing along the surface of the grain prior to first !g-
hi,ion is controlled primarily by convective heat transfer. This type of
i it !i_ am
a | | i | m • am am m i n a_ ahem | mai_ma .....
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I heat transfer is determined by the gaseous boundary layer over the surface
of the propellant, which in turn is a function of the gas mass velocity and
the structure of the velocity and temperature fields adjacent to the pro-
E pellant surface. Established convective heat transfer correlations for|
developlng boundary layers are not directly applicable because of the com-
T plicated flow dynamics induced by the igniter jet.
The objectives of this program are to analyze and correlate experimental
I data obtained under National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA)
Contract No. NAB 7-302 for pyrogen igniters. These correlations were con- .
ducted to provide an analytical characterization of the igniter heat input
to the solid propellant surface in order to provide information for igniter
design and definitions of ignition transients.
I-!
/
.¢
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2.0 SUMMARY AND UTILITY OF RESULTS
The following paragraphs summarize the more significant results of the
present study:
2.1 AXIAL HEAD-END IGNITERS
J From test data employing axial head-end igniters, the most pronounced
I! effect was found to result from igniter mass flow rate for the fixed-duct
diameter and ratio of duct-to-igniter Jet diameters. The higher flow rates
resulted in higher heat flux peaks while the lower flow rates displayed
reduced maxima and broadened peaks. Maximum heat transfer was observed to
be in the region of 2 port diameters downstream of the igniter exi_ plane.
The location of the maxima could not be analytically determined from theo-
retical considerations. The amplitudes of the heat flux maxima were
proportional to the mass flux for aluminized igniter propellant and mass
flux to the 0.3 power for nonaluminlzed propellants.
For the range of parameters studied, it was found that the heat flux
at any axial location could be reconstructed by use of the following
equations
d
and /
It should be noted that these equations are valid only for Jet expansion
pressure rates (PJ/Pc) from 2g_o 45 and duct-to-Jet nozzle diameter ratios
(Dd/Di) from I0 to 15. Adjustment of peak values for length ratios (x'/D)
1968007448-016
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re.
of less than 2.0 is desirable for numbers less than
Reynolds 36,000.
Convective heat transfer upstream of the region of maximum heat flux
depends upQn the relative igniter and duct configuration. Stagnation areas
J,
I] and zones of recirculatlon result in ill-defined flow fields which are
geometry-dependent. However, for the configurations studied, the head-end
i heat transfer may be approximated by the equations
ii 0.033 °'3
where
II) _x' = 2.23-0. Tx'/D ; x'ID _ 0 (nonaluminized) (4)
] @x' = 3.0-1.25x'/D ; x'/D _ 0 (aluminized) (5)J
[I 2.2 CANTED HEAD-END IGNITERS
Significantly higher peak heat fluxes resulted when using canted
head-end igniters in comparison to the axial igniters. This difference is
attributed to direct Jet impingement upon the duct wall. The canted ig-
niters produced considerable variations in the circumferential heat flux in
If the impingement area which persisted for 6 to 7 port diameters downstream
of the impingement region.
The maximum heat flux location for all with the
cases corresponds
region of direct jet impingement and the magnitude of the maximum heat flux /
was found to be proportional to the igniter mass flow rate. Widely differ-
ent maximum heat fluxes for two tests with comparable igniter mass flows
but differing igniter Jet pressure ratios were interpreted as a result of
I the Jet spread at the impingement area and it is concluded that the duct
back pressure has a profound effect on the maximum heat flux of impinging
jet igniters. This effect should be particularly evident during the
I 4 .
!
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transient ignition period when duct pressure vories considerably.
For the limited data available for correlation, the convective hea_ 1
flux downstream from the maximum mmy be determined by the equation i
(l+kl -k2x'/D) ;"=I Nux = --hD = 0.0278 Re0.8 pr0.3 (6) ,
k ._
where
<-)oi _ can be determined from figure 1 andx
)kI =_Nu max -I
k2 = "i In (0.11kz)6
Insufficient data in the peak heat flux region were obtained to
correlate the results of the alumLLized igniter propellant. However, for i
!
distances greater than 3 port diameters downstream of the impingement region I
for the canted nozzle tests, correlations are applicable.
2.3 AFT-END IGNITION
No general correlations were found which were believed to be valid for
! aft-end ignition. The limited test data were insufficient to permit eval-
{
uatlon of the flow dynamics; therefore, meaningful generalized correlations
could not be obtained.
. Length-dependent heat flux distriLutlons agreed closely with results
reported by other investigators. For the range of configurations tested,
the parameters of primary significance were the igniter mass flow rate and
nozzle configuration.
Supersonic nozzle igniters displayed superior igniter gas duct
1968007448-018
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I penetration. Heat flux levels for the sonic and supersonic nozzles were
I comparable for the same igniter mass flow rates, but the points of maximumheat flux cor esponding to plume penetrations for the supersonic nozzles
were approximately 1 port diameter (upstream of the duct head-end) in
comparison with the sonic nozzle tests. The maxima for the supersonic
igniters were approximately 2.5 duct diameters from the igniter nozzle exit
plane while the maxima of the sonic igniters were in the region of 1.5
[
I diameters.
The maxintm convective heat fluxes for aft-end igniters may be
I calculated by use of developed equations. However, since a general length
t correlation was not found, it is recommended that the maximum heat flux be
calculated and a flux profile be constructed to approximate the axial heat
flux distribution.
2.4 RADIATION HEAT FLUX
I Radiation heat fluxes generally were found to be less than 107. of the
I observed convective values. For head-end igniters, the highest values were
observed at the center of the duct with reduced levels at the ends. Simi- ,-
t lar profiles were noted for igniters, they were considerably
aft-end but
shortened due to the head-end stagnation zone. Adequate determination of
I radiati_n flux levels may be obtained by theoretical calculations.
/
2.5 ALUMINUM CONTENT
Correlations based upon the total ignieer mass flow rate indicated
_i that for distances than 3 diameters downstream of thegreater port igniter
exit plane ,there was little effect of alum/nm in the igniter propellant
Ii exhaust upon the convective heat transfer coefficient (h). At the maximum
heat transfer poLnts, the alu=tnized propellants exhibited approximately
1968007448-020
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2_ higher heat coefficients. This heat transfer coefficient at the
maximum points is attributed to impingement and condensation of hot alumina
.-
_j particles on the duct wall and possible two-phase flow effects resulting in
modifications in the thermal and velocity boundary layers.
)
!
m
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3.0 TECHNICAL BACKGROUND
4_
The technical studies conducted on the current program were an extension
il of solld _,.-op_llant ignition studies conducted under Contracts No. HAS 7-156_
NAS 7-302, and NAS 7-329. In the program_ under l_ 7-156 and I/AS 7-329,the
major emphasis was the analytical development and experimental substantiation
of a general theoretical model describing ignition and subsequent flame.
(ignition) propagation on a propellant grain in environments characteristic
i
i I of combustion exhaust products from rocket exhau;, _. (pyrogen) and hypergolic
[| type igniters. Under Contract No. NAg 7-302, igniter _low dynamics and heat ,
' transfer mechanisms in nonreactive environments whre studied to characterize
I induced heat transfer from pyrogen 18niters to solid propellant grain surfaces.
The objective of the current program was to complete reduction and
iJ correlation of experimental data generated under HAS 7-302 and incorporate ,
this data with correlations developed under NAg 7-155 and HAS 7-329 into an
tt '
-- analytical model suitable for use in igniter design. For clarity of present- 1
!
U ation the results of earlier programs are discussed in the following para-
graphs as b_ckground information for the current progr_.
CONTRACT NAS 7-156 - INVESTIGATION OF ZGNITION U_dER FLOW CONDITIONS
3.1 NO.
I Under Contract No. HAS 7-156, theoretical analyses were developed to
describe the total ignition transient in sol_d propellant motors. These
analyses were based upon experimental observations which _ndicated _haC the
time required to initiate overall combustion of a solid propellant rocket
grain and develop steady-state operating pressure iu the motor can be dividad _
!
i] into three sequential though somewhat overlapping intervals (see figure 2). !
the first phase,the propellant is subjected to the a_tion of a rocket- iDuring
}i _ exhaust, i_jTotechnlc, or hyl_rgolic ip_ter alone. Whan runaway reaction t
] 9
I
1
i I
m m • • n _ • mmm
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conditions reached at the point of maximum heat the propellant
are transfer,
ignites, initiating steady-state combustion completing the first phase of the
motor ignition process. The time interval of this phase is a function of the
_" ignition response of the propellant and the heat-transfer characteristics of
the igniter.
_I In the second phase, the heating of the unignited portion of the
propellant surface continues, promoting-propagation of the flame across the
f|
!_ unignited surface of the grain. During this phase the addition of propellant
ii combustion products to the flowing igniter gases causes the motor pressure to ,
I
"' increase. 'i_is addition of combustion products modifies the heat transfer
characteristics of the igniting environment by disrupting the igniter gas
flow patterns; by the increase of mass flow rate; by decreasing the concen-
_j tration of any hypergolic agents present in the flowing gas; and if the
I_ igniter gas temperature differs from that of the propellant combustion pro-
_ ducts, by a change in the mixed gas temperature. As each location on the
I! propellant surface reaches runaway reaction conditions, combustion is i
initiated at that location. Initiation of combustion at all points on the
!j propellant surface completes the second phase of the motor ignition process.
During the third phase, the motor chamber continues to fill with If_
I_ propellant combustion products until steady-state pressure has been achieved. }
/
il The time required to complete this phase is determined by the ballistic
_J
accumulation of combustion gases In the motor, the burning rate character-
i. istics of the propellant, and the igniter gas flow.
Fundamental to the theoretical model is the use of the autolgnition
] surface temperature concept as the criterion for propellant ignition_ The
e,
use of such a concept under many practical conditions "has been well
"7
II
_ I
m
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I
substantiated by studies of Baer and Ryan, (I) Anderson, (2)(3) Price, (4)
-_ and Beyer (5) which have shown that under most conditions simulating motor
ignition,* the autoignition temperature is an invariant quantity. Only
ii under conditions of extremely high flux or low ignition pressure does the
variation in ignition temperature become significant. In these cases, suit-
H able modifications can be made in the analysis by using a flux pressure
dependent autoignition temperature, thereby satisfying these extreme
_ conditions.
Theoretical analysis was developed to describe the first point of .
ignition and subsequent ignition propagation on a solid propellant grain.
I The analysis is based on the solution of the two-dimensional energy equation
4
to simulate the thermal behavior of the solid propellant. The simultaneous
I solution of the one-dimensional equations descrlbing the axial variation of
' energy content and oxidizer concentration is used to simulate the behavior
I of the ignitin_ environment. The equations describing the theoretical model
I are solved by numerical procedures to yield the temperature history of the
S
propellant surface. From this temperature history and the propellant auto-
ignition temperature, the ignition delay and subsequent ignition propagation
rate are computed.
n
[J Concurrent with the development of the theoretical model, an experimental
i program was conducted to measure the rate of flame propagation** across the /
surface of a propellant sample. Examination of the experimental results in
ii with numerical solutions of the theoretical model
conjunction showed ignition
* Under normal motor ignition conditions the pressure in the main motor
generated by igniter gas flow is of the _:der of i to 3 arm and the flux
ranges from 5 to 35 cal/cm2sec.
** Flame propagation as used here is synonymous with ignition propagation.
U 12
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and determined the absolute value of, and
ignition propagation are by by
i the variation in, the rate of heat transfer along the surface of the grain,
i _ both prior to and after first point ignition on the grain surface. Specific
!_ results of the theoretical and experimental phases of NAS 7-156, which formed
the basis of the previously described ignition model and subsequent investi-
i! gations, are summarized below:
A. Ignition and ignition propagation phenomena can be described
theoretically on the basis of the transient heat-transfer characteristics
i of the igniting environment. Agreement between theory and experiment is .
obtained when the heat-transfer and heat-generation characteristics of the
I igniting atmosphere are known quantitatively or are measured accurately.
_ B. The rate of ignition propagation across the surface of a solid
, I propellant results from a variation in heat flux with position on the pro-
pellant surface. Thus, the important variables controlling the ignition
delay and ignition propagation rate are the gas mass velocity, gas tempera-
_ i ture, gas composition, gas pressure, port diameter, thermal properties of
the propellant, and the propellant ignition temperature.
li C. In environments where convective heat transfer dominates the
! propellant heating, the ignition propagation rate can be scaled by the
II approximaterelatlon.
il D. The propagation rate was shown to have a maximum value; the maximum
(I
being the linear velocity of the flowing gases. This maximum value is ob-
' _ served in hypergollc environments and also in large diameter ports, i.e. 30
H
in., where convective and radiative heating dominate the process•
n.
[_ 13 .
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E. Convective heat-transfer studies demonstrate that the heat-transfer
coefficient during the propagation period is significantly higher than values
: calculated from normal laminar or turbulent boundary layer relations. This
difference is primarily caused by the complex nature of the flow field in
the region downstream of the advancing flame.
F. In instances when the temperature of gaseous products from the
igniter is significantly different, i.e., greater than 500°C, from the pro-
pellant flame temperature, thermal equilibrium between these two streams is
not achieved in the flame zone.
G. The absolute value of the convective heat flux from typical head-end
rocket exhaust igniters cannot be predicted from currently available heat-
transfer correlations.
3.2 CONTRACT NO. NAS 7-329 - INVF_TIGATION OF IGNITION PROPAGATION
As a logical extension of these basic studies, theoretical and experi-
mental studies were conducted on ignition propagation phenomena and solid _
propellant motor ignition conditions. Ignition and ignition prcpagation
resulting from head-end and aft-end rocket exhaust igniter action were i_
determined by means of propellant tripwire plugs mounted in the surface of i
the motor grain. Ignitlon-propagation period,convective heat-transfer rates,
U_
and igniter-produced convective flux patterns were measured using platinum _ /
thin-film flux gages also mounted in the motor grain surface. !
Experimental ignition propagaticn measurements d_nstream of the point
i
of first ignition in the motor were shown to agree with the predicted results
of a previously developed theoretical analysis based on the autolgnitlon
temperature concept, if the igniter-produced energy transfer and the ignition-
propagation energy transfer can be accurately predicted.
14
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The ignition-propagation energy transfer stadies showed that over much
of the ignition-propagation period, downstream convective fluxes can be ' _
based on the empirical expression
i
h =h i
i
using the ausumption that instantaneous mixing occurs between propellant
combustion products and igniter products. _ ,
Ignition delays and convective fluxes measured in motor tests were
found to agree with laboratory arc-image furnace studies. The agreement
between the arc-lmage furnace data and the motor data indicates the ignition
requirements of different propellants can be easily characterized in the i
laboratory, minimizing the need for more expensive motor ignition studies.
Ignition in the test motor was observed to first occur 1.0 to 2.0
motor port diameters downstream of the head-end axial, single-port igniter
nozzle. The igniter heat-transfer measurements showed that maximum convective
heat transfer also occurred in this region. The igniters in these tests used
converging sonic nozzles which produced rapidly expanded exhaust plumes.
Plumes produced by expansion nozzles would tend to be channeled with the re-
suiting point of maximum heat transfer and consequent first ignition point
further downstream. Once first ignition was achieved, ignition propagated
in both the fore and aft directions. Ignition propagation downstream of the
point of first ignition was observed to be much faster than the head-end
ignition propagation rate because of the accelerating influence of the ad-
dition of propellant combustion products from the ignited areas.
15
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IIead-end canted, three-port igniter nozzles produced first ignition
(or extreme ablation quickly followed by ignition) in the impingement zones
|I about 1.0 motor port diameters downstream of the igniter nozzle. First ig-
nition was followed by anular upstream and downstream flame spreading. AI-
;_ though first ignition occurred sooner with the canted nozzles than with the
t
i axial nozzles, because of the much higher flux levels in the canted nozzle
impingement zones, complete motor ignition was achieved only slightly sooner
with the canted nozzles.
First ignition and complete motor ignition were both observed to be >_
!_ slightly slower when nonalumlnized igniter propellants were used rather than
_i aluminized igniter grains. These tests did not show conclusively whether thei
higher flux levels and resultant faster ignition achieved by the aluminized
_. igniter products resulted from the higher flame temperatures or from particle
impingement and condensation. '_
r
. Aft-end ignition and ignition propagation were found to be controlled
i primarily by the Igniter-produced flux levels. However, the propagation rates L_
that would be predicted on the basis of the igniter flux levels are slower
than the observed flame spreading rates indicating that ignition propagation
upstream of the ignited zone is enhanced to a significant degree by the pro-
pellant combustion products.
[] As a result of the studies under Contract No. NAS 7-329 it was
concluded that the development of quantitative motor ignition design pro-
cedures necessitates knowledge of (i) the ignition requirements of the
/
propellant, (2) the igniter flux distribution, and (3) change of convective |f,
I flux during ignition propagation. Of these three areas, item (2), quantita-
I
tive descriptions of typical igniter flux patterns, is most lacking. Until !
i
J
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I relationships are igniter design necessarily on an
such developed, must be
empirical basis.
I 3.3 CONTRACT NO. NAS 7-302 - HEAT TRANSFER STUDIFS OF SOLID ROCKET IGNITERS
_ The object of the NAS 7-302 program was to characterize olid propellant
pyrogen igniter heat tran:_fer. Experimental work on the program included
-- flow visualization tests for observation of igniter jet plumes by use o_ a
flow duct and Schlieren systems. Data on heat transfer was obtained using
igniters of various configurations fired into an instrumented copper _uct.
Flow visualization tests indicated that the location of the first
Riemann wave for axial head-end igniters was within approximately 10% of ::
i the location predicted by an empirical relation of Lewis and Carlson. (6)
"" For aft-end igniters, the shock location was found to be closer to the
nozzle than predicted of the method of Lewis and Carlson or based on theo-
retical distances predicted by Love and Grigsby. (7) The shock locations in
t
the jets from the multiple port (canted) head-end igniters were also closer
I ! to the nozzle exits than predicted by reference 6 or 7. High tur_';ulence and
high degree of breakdown of igniter jet over a relatively short range was
indicated on all tests. There were no indications of high velocity or tur-
bulence in the separated "base" region, suggesting that convective heat-
transfer in this region should be small. /
|___ The basic test apparatus is described in the following paragraphs to
provide a basis for understanding the experimental data. This apparatus,
used to model solid propellant motor igniter heat transfer, was an Instru-
!
mented 8=In.-dlameter, 96-1n.-long copper duct with an 0.125-1n. wall. The !t
copper tube was instru_entad to provide data on the spatial and time varia-
tion of total heat transfer, radiant heat transfer, and duct static pressure
i
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as shown in figure 3. Duct instrumentation included 16 externally mounted|
thermocouples, six radiometers, and six pressure transducers. Basic pyrogen
igniter configurations tested were: (I) head-end axial igniters, (2) head-end
igniters with canted nozzles, (3) supersonic aft-end igniters, and (4) sonic f
aft-end igniters using both aluminized and nonalumlnized igniter propellants.
Two duct nozzle orifice sizes were used to vary duct steady-state pressure
while maintaining constant duct n_;ssflux (Reynolds number).
Total heat transfer data were obtained from 16 constantan wires peened
into the outside surface of the duct to form thermocouple Junctions with the
pure copper duct. The constantan wires were led to an insulated reference
iJ junction box. The igniter duration was sufficiently short so that the maxl-
mum errors produced by conduction away from the thermocouple junctions were
i
less than 4% and, in most cases, less than 1%.
Accurate determination of the transient heat transfer during igniter
startup requires an instrument with faster response and higher sensitivity
than the backside thermocouple. However, attempts made to design and produce _
an instrument which was capable of accurately measuring the desired transient
and yet could withstand repeated uses in the severe duct environment without
w
major repairs were unsuccessful.
The radiation heat flux calorimeters shown in figure 4,as developed at
,? UTC, consist of a copper slug sensing element with a thermocouple soldered
onto the backside. The sensing element was approximately 0.020-in.-thick
t with a diameter of 0.35 in. The thermocouple Junction, formed from 4-gauge
chromel and constenCan wire was silver _oldered onto th_ back of the copper !
isensing element. Accurate measurements of the mass of the slug, wire, andsolder were made so that the heat capacity could be celculated for the
!
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finished slug, The slug was mounted in an alumiuum holder and the thermo-
couple wires led co a standard two-wlre electrlcal connector. The surface of
the copper slug was blackened with a very thin coating of flat black paint to
minimize the reflectivlty. By comparing the results of calibratlon runs
using HyCal gages and UTC gages with no quartz windows Installed,lt was found
that the UTC gage sensing element has an approximate 0.84 to 0.85 surface
absorptivity. _":....
The holder was inserted into an aluminum case which contains an O-rlng
sealed quartz window approximately O. lO-in.-thlck. The sensing element was
positioned within approxlmately 0.005 in. of the quartz window. The quartz
window transmits approximately 90_ of the incident, radiant energy w_thln !--_
the band 0.A_ to 2.2_ . In other work at United Technology Cen_er (UTC), (8)
it. was shown that rocket exhaust clouds have a spectral radiation Intensity
distribution slmilar to that of a gray body. Therefore, the wavelength o£
peak radiation intensity may be calculated from classical thermal radiation
relationships. Hence, for gas clouds at 5,960 ° and 5,220°R corresponding to
the combustion temperatures of aluminized and nonaluminized i_ter propel- !_*_"
lance , pea_. _adiaC£on £nCeui_y £8 _bC_ned at vevelensChs of about 0.8_
and 1.0_ , respectively. This is well srlthin the band o£ peak transmissivity |
of quartz; therefore, iC was concluded chat not more th_n about 10X of the I
incident radiation was lost due to the absorptance and reflectance of the
qu4_tz wiudovs.
The radiometers were calibrated ,prior to the tests hy comparing the heat
absorption rate of radiometers to that of the more sensitive (but more deli .....
cats) HyCel gage under the same incident radiation. By appropriate correction
to the HyCel gage rtadinp, the incident flux calibration for the UTC radio- '-
meters was obtained. The resultlu 8 calibration factors are shown in table I.
21
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TABLE I J
UTC RADIATION CALORIMETERS :
HEAT CAPACITY AND CORRECTION FACTOR
mC Btu/in 2 -OF I
UTC Gage __p_ F
Serial No. A c" HyCa !
i 6.85xi0"4 i.48
2 6.79 1.59
3 6.78 1.55
4 6.60 i.47
5 6.66 1.41
6 6.56 i.47
7 6.77 1.54
8 6.70 1.46
9 6.71 i.44
I0 6.64 1.51
] Ii 6.59 1.39
12 6.64xi0 -4 I.42
.. Pressure taps were provlded at six locations ,long the duct length as
shown in figure 3. An 0 to i00 psia Taber Model AI06 transducer was
I
connected to each of the six pressure taps by a short length of tubing as
[
shown in figure 5. Igniter chamber pressure was recorded by an 0 to 1,000 i
psig Taber pressure transducer.
An electric calibration of the recording circul for all instrumenta-
l tion channels was made prior to each test. A sample thermocouple circuit '
is shown in figure 6. With the calibration switch in the down position,
the galvanometer was subjected only to the output from the thermocouple.
i
With the switch in the up position (shown), the thermocouple was taken out
, i
, of the recording circuit and the calibration circuit was substituted. Meas- I
i
urement of the calibration voltage was made with a potentiometer capable
22 _
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I of reading to within 0.001 row. Two steps in calibration voltage were made
prior to each run by varying the 0 to 1,000-ohm helipot setting.
E The basic pyrogen igniter used in the test program contained a squib
+ +(_ and BKN pellet basket initiator and igniter propellant cast onto phenolic
i+! sleeves which fit into the igniter cases. The igniter propellant burning
;J
[I area was varied to provide three design flow rates for durations of 300
msec at a nominal chamber pressure of 1,000 psia. The aluminized (UTP-1005)
U and nonaluminized (UTX_6937) propellants were selected to provide similar
|_ burning rates at 1,000 psia. Table II presents a comparison of constitu- .
U
ents and ballistic properties for the two propellants. Equilibrium thermo-
dynamic calculations indicate that the temperature of _he rombustion
products in the chamber will be about 4,760°F for the nonaluminized pro-
!+ pellant and about 5,500°F for the aluminized propellant (18.5 moles of
AI203 per I00 g of propellant in the chamber).
.!
TABLE II
_ IGNITER PROPELLANT PROPERTIES
I
Weight, %
UTP-1095 UTX-6937 "
3 I Constituent,
4
PBAA/AN Binder 16.0 16.0
R Ammonium Perchlorate 73.0 82.0
° Aluminum I0.0 0.0
_ Iron Oxide 1.0 2.0 i
U o
Exhaust Combustion Temperature, R 5,960 5,220
Characteristic Velocity,(c*) ft/sec 5,C00 4,900
 ti
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The igniter cases were of two basic designs to accommodate either
axial or canted nozzle inserts and were capable of being mounted either at
the closed or open end of the copper duct to simulate head-end or aft-end
ignition configurations. Igniter nozzles were sized to maintain a nominal _ ,
igniter pressure of 1,000 psi for all tests, lhe head-end axial igniter i
had three available sonic nozzle inserts to accommodate three flow rates.
The head-end configuration with the multiple-port (canted) igniter was i
I
also fitted with one of three sets of sonic nozzles to accommodate three
mass flow rates. The axial and multiple port igniter configurations are _,
shown in figure 7.
The aft-end igniter could be placed at the duct exit or partially
inserted into the duct as shown in figure 8. Nozzle expansion ratios at !
near optimum expansion and unexpanded (sonic) conditions were tested. _
Three sizes of aft igniter nozzles were available to provide three igniter
flow rates. Orifice plates were attached to the open end of the copper
duct to maintain the desired duct pressure. Ten of the 13 aft-end ignition
tests were conducted with the igniter inserted approximately 10-1/2 in. _
into the duct. In these tests, the duct pressure was regulated by ad-
justing the gap between the igniter and the duct end flanges. The posi-
tion of the igniter in the aft-end of the duct is shown in figure 8.
I
During tests employing aluminized igniter propellant, a film of
AI203 was deposited on the duct wall and was found to be heaviest in the
vicinity of the Jet impingement areas. This film was removed with emery
paper and the surface in the vicinity of the thermocouple instrumentation
was carefully cleaned prior to each test.
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Analytical and theoretical work on the program included the develop-
ment of data reduction techniques and analysis and some correlation of
steady-state data with existing heat transfer theory. Significant informa- !
tion obtained included determination of the average wall heat flux as a _.
function of wall location for the various igniters tested. Correlations
with classical convective heat transfer theory were found for axial head-
end igniters at duct locations greater than 4 port diameters downstream T
!
of the igniter nozzle exit plane. Measured radiative data were in quali-
tative agreement with theoretical prediction; however, the quantitative
value of the data was suspect because of buildup of a film of igniter
products on the quartz view-window during each test. Theoretical heat i
transfer correlations for the canted head-end and aft-end igniter data {
were not completed during the program because of time limitations, i
i
a
i
" |
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4.0 TECHNICAL ACTIVITY
i ; The technical activity of this program was the reduction, analysis,
i I and correlation of the experimental igniter heat transfer data obtained
under Contract No. NAS 7-309. To properly correlate the experimental obser-
i I rations and their analysis, the basic experimental data were examined in
relationship to applicable data reduction methods. These methods and corre-
I
i _ lation techniques used in this program are discussed in this section with
_! the results of the analysis studies.
4.1 DATA REDUCTION
l 4.1.1 Total Heat Flux
The total heat flux incident upon the propellant surface results prl-
I marily from two heat transfer mechanisms: convection and radiation. In
I the case of aluminized igniter propellant the possibility exists that a
third mechanism, that of hot particle impingement of A1203, will contribute
I significantly to the total flux. Since the external thcrmocouples measure
the total flux, the convective component can be obtained by subtracting the
I _eparately measured radiation flux. Contributions of alumina particle con-
J
I densation may be determined by comparison of aluminized and nonaluminized
igniter p_opellant tests. The methods used to reduce the to_al heat flux
I and radiation fluxes are described in the following paragraphs.
4.1.1.1 Steady-State Heat Flux
Analysis of time-temperature data of the externally located thermo-
• [i couples indicated that the rate of temperature charge was essentially
3O
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i linear in the ignite_ action interval from i00 to 300 msec. This constant
I. rate of change implies a constant heat flux input to the inner surface during
that time period. Consequently the steady-state heat flux input to the inner
surface can be calculated by the formula:
q/A- (ocu Ccu)aT (9)At
[)
Steady-state heat fluxes for each thermocouple location on all tests
_i were determined by this equation.
4.1.1.2 Trans+ent Heat Flux
i The time-dependent inner surface heat-flux and temperature for a given
i location are determined by solution of the transient one-dlmenslonal axlsym-
metric heat conduction equation.
I i elkr aT =pC aT (i0)
I The heat-flux at the inner surface is determined to the Fourier
according
equation for heat conduction.
I q/A - -_)r.r ° (11) +
A t_C computer code by Henderson(8),which employs a finite difference
f solution oZ +quatton 10 and a trial and iteration technique,was used to cal-
culate the transient heat flux. In the computer code, the motor pressure
data is used to estimate the time-dependent heat flux input to the inner
1968007448-044
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I surface (front side), from which the corresponding temperature response on
-- the outside surface (backside) is then computed. The calculated and actual
test temperatures are compared and the time-dependent heat flux is modified
¢
tO correct errors in the calculated outside temperature. The iteration
technique is continued until the difference in the measured and calculated
temperature converge to within a prescribed limit.
One of the principal difficulties in the reduction of the transient
heat flux concerns the rapid decrease in temperature with thickness of the
,_ duct wall. Large changes in heat flux on inside surface result in only
small temperature changes in the outside wall temperature. Because of this
.. attenuation, small flL_ctuations in the measured backside temperature result
7
: in lar',e fluctuations in the calculated inside heat flux.J
This problem is further complicated by the use of discrete values from /
the oscillograph data as input Co the computer date reduction program. In
m
general, discrete values of the measured backside temperatures do not lie
on a mathematically smooth curve. Because of the small time values and j
- deflections, the slopes fro_, one time i_terval to the next are discontinu-
ous and heat transfer date calculated for the corresponding front side indi-
cate extreme oscillations. To overcome this problem a data smoothing routine "
was employed. Typical computer output from nonsmoothed data is shown in
figure 9.
] Several data-smoothing techniques were inves_iseted by Mullls. (9) The |}
technique finally selected in the earlier program consistd,l of fitting the
data to a _ourth-degree polynomtruml over the entire :emperature-t£me range !
using a least squeres technique. Computer output data using this technique i
on a typical run are shown £n figures 10 and 11. This technique does smooth |
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the data but adds an S-shape to the smoothed curves not apparent on the
original oscillograph data. To avoid this problem, several improved data
smoothing techniques were investigated during the current program. To pro-
vide smooth curves which accurately portray the actual test data, a method
of dividing the smoothing curve into two segments was selected. The equa-
tion selected for the initial segment has the form:
T = a + btc (12)
where a is the ambient temperature and b and c are constants determined
from the oscillograph data. The second portion of the curve is fit by a
quadratic equation of the form: !
T = e + ft + gt 2 (13) i
where the constants are also determined from the input data. Constraints
placed upon the equations are such that the slope at the origin is zero,
the slope of the two equations at their common point is equal, and the sys- _
Item of equations must pass through four different data points, one of which
is the ambient temperature at zero time. Introduction of this data-smoothing
4
technique into the inverse heat transfer program produces results which are I
reasonably smooth. Figures 12 and 13 portray the output of the computer i/program. The resultant smooth cur_,e from the program, and the calculated
outside temperature computed from the calculated inside temperature, are
i ,
shown in figure 12. Figure 13 shows the resultant heat flux. I
Calculations were made in which the calculation time interval, temp-
erature convergence error limit, and number of material nodes were varied L:,
_o determine the effect o_ these parameters _o_ the actual reduced data.
_
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It was found that adequate results were obtained for temperature convergence
limits of +OF, 14 material nodes and calculation interval in the order of
i msec. A more complete description of the computer data reduction program
is given in references 8, 9, and i0.
4.1.1.3 Radiation Heat Flux
Reduction of the incident radiant heat flux from the slug calorimeter
thermocouple temperature data involves determination of the heat absorbed
by the calorimeter slug and the heat reflected and reradiated. The instan-
m
taneous heat absorption rate is given by the equation:
, q(t) MC dT --
• = _- d--_+ KAT (14)
MC dT is the net
where q(t) is the total energy absorption of the slug, -_, _t
i rate of storage in the slug, and K Z_-Tis the rate of heat loss from the slug
MC
by radiation, convection, and conduction. The value of _-, a constant for !(9)
each calorimeter, was determined by Mullis and is presented in table I. The
dT i _derivative _-{ is the instantaneous rate of temperature change determined by
the calorimeter thermocouple voltage for each test. The value of E_T, for
a given mean temperature_-_, can be determined experimentally or can be
approximated by calculations using known physical properties and calorimeter
/
system geometries. An analysis using typical physical constants and environ-
mental conditions experienced during the test cycles indicates that for
measurement durations less than 0.5 sec,an error of less than 5% results
if the term KZ_'-Tis neglected. This error is comparable with the experi- I
mental and data reduction errors; therefore, the term K_-was neglected I
!
| when calculating the measured radiant heat flux.
i
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Determination of the incident radiant heat flux relative to the meas-
.. ured heat flux requires calibration of the test calorimeters against a known
reference source. This calibration was made by Mullis and the results are
I presented in reference 9. Using the experimentally determined data, the
!
incident heat fJux is found by the equation:
• I ._ (15)
|7 qinc = q(t) F-_ _ref
g
i where
i qinc = incident radiant heat flux
Fc = correction to reference gage = qref/qgage
i £ref = absorptivity (emissivity) of the reference gage.
The total incident radiant heat flux is finally given by the expression:
1
Mc 1 . aT (16)
qinc ='_- " Fc ere f dt
a
4.1.2 Igniter Exhaust Characteristics
i Igniter mass flow rates were determined from thermochemical =* calcu-
lations, measured igniter chamber pressures, and igniter nozzle dimensions
/
measured on each test nozzle by use of the equation:
PcAt g
_.gn " _ (17)
{-,
The stagnation temperature decreases as the hot igniter exhaust trans-
fers heat to the duct wall. Calculations indicate there is 8 significant
1968007448-053
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decrease in gas temperature which will influence both the gas physical prop-
erties and the heat transfer temperature potential. To calculate temperature
loss for the head-end igniters, a heat balance is taken between the duct
entrance and any axial location downstream. Temperature losses were thus
determined by use of the equation:
X
f (q/A)x
Tx = Tign - _;__ dx (18)i:
_" N
_D n_- (qlA)x _xn (19)L =Tign _ig_F
I
where (_/A) is the average heat flux between the nth axial thermocouple
locations, _Xn is the distance between thermocouple locations, is the
igniter mass flow rate, and Cp is the average gas specific heat for the
mean duct temperature.
] Use of the average specific heat value produces errors in the calcu-
lated value in the neighborhood of 5% which is well within the experimental
'I error of heat flux measurements.
%
i
Evaluation of the duct Mach number by use of the average duct mass
fluxes indicates that the average duct static temperature and stagnation
temperature may assume to be equal with little loss in accuracy.
4.1.3 Convective Heat Transfer Coefficient i
t The convective heat flux is determined by subtracting the radiative ,"
heat flux for any given location from the reduced total heat flux. Baatresa, i[I
et al.(l_eport that the noi_radtative heat flux from the exhaust species
i 41
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of typical pyrogen igniters under conditions of shifting equilibrium is
approximately 98% to 100% convective. Therefore,it is deemed justifiable
to neglect the small contributions of chemically-ind,ced heat fluxes. The
convective transfer coefficient is then determined from the equation
h /(Tx-rw) (20)
where h is the convective heat transfer coefficient, q is the local flux,
Tx is the local stagnation temperature determined from equation 19 and Tw
is the local average wall temperature.
The wall temperatures data were determined from the transient heat con-
duction program. Mean wall temperatures corresponding to approximately
200 msee time in the igniter run duration are presented in figure 14 as a
function of average steady-state heat flux for various initial ambient copper )
tube temperature. !
4.1.4 Fluid Physical Properties i
!
In order to correlate the heat transfer data in terms of dimensionless i
parameters,it is necessary to determine the igniter exhaust specie physical j
properties over a wide range of temperatures. Combustion temperatures and
igniter exhaust species composition and concentration were computed for both I
i
the aluminized (UTP-I095) and nonaluminlzed (UTX-5937) igniter propellants.
The thermal conductivity (k), specific heat at constant pressure (Cp), and
viscosity (_) for the exhaust species of UTP-1095 were determined by Fullman
and Nielsen (12) at an exhaust total temperature of 5,700°R. The thermal
rt..
t
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conductivity and viscosity were assumed to vary about these calculated
6_
points according to the relationships
/.L_O.5
k - ko _To! (21)
and
The use of the assumption for temperature variation of the viscosity
I[ and thermal conductivity is based upon kinetic theory and the results of
(13)
experimental investigations reported by Reid and Sherwood. The temp-
erature variation of the specific heat was determined by calculations over
_ the desired temperature range using the combined specific heat of the major
constituent species. The temperature-dependent specific hea_of the indt-
i) vidual specles were taken from JANAI;' thermochemical tables. {14} The vari-
atlon of the igniter exhaust gas physical properties with temperature as !
i] determlned by these methods for UTP-I09, Is presented in flgure 15 The i--
relative percentage of major exhaust gases for both the aluminized and non-Lt i
aluminized propellants were approximately the same so thet the values given
!}t in figure 15 were used in the correlation of both aluminized and nonalumt-
nized igniter propellants test data.
J
)
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4.1.5 DimenSionless Parameters
Convective heat transfer to the walls of tubes is generally correlated
using the Reynolds number (Re), Prandtl number (Pr), and Nusselt number
I (Nu) in an equation of the form:
!1
L In evaluating these parameters for large wall to free stream temperature
differences, Humble, Lowdermilk, and Desm_n(18) report that the fluid phys_-
U cal properties should be evaluated at the film temperature, i.e., temperature
midway between the bulk temperature and wall temperature. Accordingly , the
Nusselt, PTandtl, and Reynolds numbers were evaluated according tO the
I formulae:
1968007448-060
_ 4.2 ERROR ANALYSES
q_
, Accuracy of total heat flux measurements was extremely limited because
_ of the low instrumentation scale factors and the thickness of the copper i
duct, This is evident from a simple error analysis using equation
I
q/A = cu _ccu _-{ = 0.16_-_ SF = 0.48 ATAY
where _Y/_T is the deflection of the oscillograph traces over a given time-
span and SF is the instrumentation thermocouple scale factor. The oscillo-
graph data can be determined, at best to an accuracy of_+O.Ol in. Applying
_| this data reading limitation to equation 27 for various data reading time-
!!
spans, the accuracy limitations of the total heat flux data are obtained I
i
i
(see figure 16). 1
If a steady-state timespan of 200 msec is used, an error of less than
10% is obtained for flux levels ore= 0.9 Btu/in.2-sec. However, for flux
i levels less than 0.2 Btu/in.2-sec, the error is increased to over +80%.
-
These errors become increasingly large as the data reading timespan is
reduced. For timespans of I0 msec, errors in the order of +I0_ are noted
at flux levels of approximately 0.60 Btu/In.2-sec which is a typical value {]
reading for a large percentage of the test data. i
il From this analysis it is evident that calculations based upon these
'I
transient test data have a high level of uncertainty for any given time.
't Therefore, transient data determined by the computer program were used pri- -
marily to obtain copper tube inside wall temperature for the various _teady-
state flux levels.
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i A similar error analysis was made on the radiation heat transfer data
I _ and the results are also presented in figure 16. Reasonable accuracies are
obtained only for the steady-state values as in the case of the total heat
_' flux measurements. Steady-state radiation heat flux level was approximately
, 0.06 Btu/in.2-sec which corresponds to errors in _he neighborhood of +40%
L1 It is concluded on the basis of these simple erro_ analyses that the
correlated data are accurate to approximately _5_. These accuracies
increase at the higher flux levels and are decreased with decreasing flux.
I 4.3 REVIEW OF CONTRACT NO. NAg 7-302 TEST DATAi m
The tests which were conducted on the previous program for various
J
I igniter configurations using the copper duct test apparatus are summarized
in table Ill. The first 15 tests (runs 0 through 14) employed head-end
m
_, I igniter configurations. The remaining 14 (runs 17 through 30) were con-
_ ducted with aft-end igniter configurations. Tests with run numbers of 15,
U
16, and 23 were unsuccessful and were repeated.
Three variations of flow made in each
igniter mass rates are configu-
ration with aluminized and nonaluminized propellants. Exceptinns were made
I! in the runs utilizing canted nozzles and aluminized propellants because of
I! possible thermal damage to the duct at the high flow rates and with sonic
aft-end igniters.
H '4.3.1 Total Heat Flux
4.3.1.1 Head-End Igniter
Figures 17 and 18 show the axial variation of total heat flux for the ,
axial flow igniter for which thermocouple data were obtained in two longi-
tudinal planes. Since the flow is symmetrical about the duct centerline
'B
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for the axial igniter, no variations ar_ expected around the duct periphery.
Variations which do occur are attributed to data scatter.
The axial variation in heat flux from the multiple-port canted igniters
_- is shown in figures 19 and 20 for aluminized and nonaluminized propellants
_ at several mass flow rates. These data are Jet centerline data only. While
_" peripheral variations in total heat flux are expected with this igniter
nozzle configuration in the regions near the stagnation point, these vari-
T
j. ations should disappear as the jets spread and coalesce. Figure 21 shows
this variation for a nonaluminized multiple-port igniter and figure 22 repre-
sents the variation for typical aluminized multiple-port canted igniters.
4.3.1.2 Aft-End Igniters
The heat flux date for the aft-end igniters ere presented in figures 23
and 24. The variations due to igniter mass flow, as shown in figure 23, are
for aluminized propellant products exhausting into the duct from internally-
mounted near-optimum expansion ratio supersonic nozzles. Figure 24 shows
_ a comparison of total heat flux for nonalumlnized propellants. Tests 17,
18, and 19 were conducted with the aft-end igniters in an externally-mounted _
H position (as shown in figure 8) and the remaining tests were conducted
with
the igniters mounted internally (as shown also in figure 8). Figure 25 pre-
sents steady-state heat flux date comparing three separate tests, two for
I externally-mounted and one for intermally-mounted igniters. In all cases,
a stagnation zone in the duct head-end is clearly in evidence. The higher
i hut flux produced by the higher mass flow igniter also is as expected. The
differences in peek beet flux for the internally and externally-w_unted
! ,igniters which have approximately the same Igniter flow rate are a result,
in part, of the higher flow rate and duct pressure recorded for the external
53
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L configuration. The shift in peak heat flux down the duct length for the !
- internal configuration in test 20 corresponds well with the change down- i
stream in the position of the igniter exit plane. A similarity in curve
I shape is also preserved. This indicates that the internal configuration
should produce data which agree reasonably well with the externally-
tnounted igniters.
The effect of sonic and supersonic nozzles on igniter heat flux is
shown by comparison.of figures 26 through 28. The peak heat fluxes for
comparable igniter flow rates are equivalent, but location of the stagnation i
P
zone and peak heat flux is displaced forward for the supersonic nozzle _
igniters. 1
4.3.1.3 Radiation Data |
Radiation data for head-end axial flow igniter and canted igniters with |_
!nonaluminlzed propellant are shown in figure 29. The axial variation is as
expected for a radiating cloud within a cylindrical duct. Figure 30 shows
"5
equivalent radiation data for the aluminized propellant. The relationship i
of data from figures 29 and 30 is within the proper ratio for the tempera- |
ture differences in exhaust products of aluminized and nonaluminlzed ]
R
, , propellants. _i
The axial radiation heat flux for the aft-end igniter tests is pre-
|
! sented in figures 31 through 33. The abrupt dropoff in flux in the stag-
nation end of the duct is strong evidence that little or no mixing occurs
: between the igniter exhaust and entrapped air.
,L
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i_ 4.3.1.4 Duct Pressure Data
i_ Steady duct pressure data for a typical head-end igniter test are shown
in figure 34. Pressure dropoff at the duct ends corresponding to aspiration
_ effects in the head-end and velocity effects at the aft end are apparent.
[J Typical transient pressure data for an aft-end ignition test is shown in
figure 35. The tailoff in aft-end duct pressure probably co_responds to a
loss in igniter chamber pressure and reduction in mass flow. Measurements
at the duct head-end reflect the duct total pressures in the stagnation
region while the two measurements at the aft end show the effects of igniter| -gas velocity on thestatic pressure. Figure 36 shows the variation of duct
I _teady-state pressure and total heat flux for a typical aft-end ignition
test. The correspondence of the duct pressure and heat flux in definition
I of the is noted.
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[J 4.4 DATA CORRELATIONU The development of generalized data correlations from model tests
q
Iiso_ooaso svsimilarity between the modeling and modeled systems. For the igniter and
I copper duct model under consideration, the parameters of interest are those
which preserve:
I-
_ A. Fluid physical property similarity (Prandtl number)
l
I B. System dynamic similarity (Reynolds,number and geometrical
correspondence determined by igniter and duct design parameters)
I C. field similarity (implied in heat transfer "Temperature
co-
efficient and Nusselt number)
II D, Surface heat transfer properties similarity (thermal conductiv-
I ity, surface roughness, absorptivity, and cuissivlty)
For the model under study, only the physical properties affecting
surface heat transfer pose a problem. The primary properties of interest
in correlation of the convective heat transfer data are the surface rough-
f ness and thermal conductivity. Surface roughness primarily affects the "
velocity profile near the wall and will be neglected in this study. Dif-
i ferences in wall thermal properties result in an expansion or contraction
of the tim_span between the modeling and modeled systems for equivalent
ti 'wall temperature changes. Calculations _ndicate that surface temperature
;, changes in the copper duct model, which occur over a timespan of i00 to
t J 300 msec correspond to s timespan from 8 to 25 msec for a system with the
(_ thermal conductivity of _ypical solid propellants. This indicates that
correlations which are based upon the model wall temperature distributions
[_ 74
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I|| correspond to wall temperatures which occur very early in the igniter
U
action interval in real motors. The question then arises as to whether
i
II the correlations based upon the low wall temperature levels of the model-
i ing system can be extrapolated to the autoignitio_ temperature ranges of
; the solid propellant. Wrubel (16) reports that the heat transfer coeffici-
ent remains constant in time for systems with high temperature potentials.
i_ If this is the case, then the correlations developed from the copper duct
model will be valid over the range of solid propellant surface tempera-
tures of interest.
I -
A second question arises which concerns the applicability of using
I steady-state heat flux correlations in determination of transient ignition
I phenomena. For typical peak heat flux levels experienced with pyrogen
igniters, propellant ignitibility data (5) indicate that ignitions w£11
ii less than 50 In the data the duct
occur in msec. test analyzed here,
pressure transient during the ignition phase corresponds well with data
obtained with actual motors, e.g., in the neighborhood of 60 to 80 msec.
II Therefore, the timespan in the solid propellant motor to which the steady-
state duct correlations must be applied corresponds to a period of de-
! veloplng hydrodynamic and thermal flow fields. During a of thisportion
program, the transient motor phenomen_ were investigated but due to
[I accuracylimltatlonsofthebasicexperlment, noconclusionscouldbe
[? reached as to the interaction of the developing hydrodynamic flow field ,
with heat transfer. However, the free shear velocitiea are relatively
i high (over I00 ft/sec) and hence, the characteristic time for the trans-
ient bo, mdary layer development ( _/V 2) is of the ozder of _ll£saconda.
I!
i | | |
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Therefore, the development of the boundary laver will follow the changes i
in igniter mass flow reasonably closely. On this basis, then the steady- i
state correlations heat transfer can be applied to the ignition transient iperiod by assuming a series of quasl-steady-state processes. It is recog-
i
i nized that this is an oversimplification of the phenomena and that the
postulated correspondence between hydrodynamic and thermal flow fields
may be invalid above a certain critical rate, but available information
does not permit a detailed study of these mechanisms.
Qualitatively, steady-state igniter heat transfer may be character-
ized by analogy to developing pipe flow phenomena. For the head-end
igniter tests, the flow of igniter exhausts into the duct head-end breaks
up and is attached to the duct at son_ distance downstream of the igniter
exhaust nozzle (see figure 37). At the point of attachment, boundary
layer growth begins and all regions downstream correspond to the develop-
ing boundary layers in pipes. Regions upstream of the attachment (or
J impingement region for canted ignitecs) are characterized by stagnation
zones and areas of recirculation. Data correlations discussed in the
following sections are based on these preceding observations.
%
!
4.4.1 Axial Head-End Igniters !,
I
I Head-end igniter heat transfer studies show many similarities to
heat transfer in circular pipes. For distances sufficiently dc_aatream I
of the igniter exit plane, the heat transfer should correspond to fully
-_ developed pipe flow and should be correlated by classical boundary layer
i
heat transfer methods. This, in facts has been the case as demonstrated
; by Bastress, et al.,(ll)carlson and Seader, (17) and Mullis. (9) Locations
i | _ i u
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upstream of the fully developed flow region and downstream of the boundary
layer starting point (impingement point) display qualitatively the same
heat transfer characteristics observed in the entry regions of pipes which
are characterized by developing hydrodynamic and thermal boundary layers.
Existing pipe entry correlations, however, are not applicable to axial
head-end igniter heat transfer because of the more complicated flow patterns
Introduced by the Igniter jet. Canted Jet igniters produce fdrther per-
[I turbations because of the direct Jet impingement upon the wall wlth associ-
ated hlgh localized heat transfer rates.
-
The region upstream of the boundary layer starting point is charac-
i terlzed by stagnation and recirculation. Heat transfer in thls region im
I highly dependent upon the isniter and motor configuration and mass flow
variables. Fortunately, this region is. generally ema11 with respect to
I total area available for heat transfer; therefore, esC_tion of the huC
transfer in the head-end region should produce only small errors in cal-
l culation of the total solid propellant motor ignition transient.
m
g
In view o_ these uncertainties, correlation of the data within the
I! framework of existing correlations was restricted to the points near the
region of maximum heat transfer and the development of additional empirical
l '
,,ll t methods which apply to the transition to fully developed flow. The point
i of maximum flux was considered to be beet correlated _ead ms hydrodymumic
considerations. The combined correlations would then provide a basis for
, predicting the point of maximum heat flux, the n_gnitude of the maximum,
and the distribution o£ flux zion6 the pro_llant surface. 1_ou correlJ-
tions could then be combined with ocher reported results ($'18'19) Co
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permit prediction of solid propellant motor ignition pressure transients.
(20) (15) and others have experimentally investigated IBoelt= _ , Humble,
t
turbulent convective hut transfer in pipes and have found that convective l
heat transfer in fully developed turbulent flow can senerally be calculated
by use of the relationship
I
i
Num = a I_._b Pr c (28) i
which is composed r f empirically determined constants and similarity t_Y
parameters. The Prandtl number is a function only of the physical proper-
ties of the heat transfer fluid and represents the rates of momentum
diffusivity to thermal diffusivity of the fluid. If the Prandtl number is t -_
greater than 1.0, then heat and momentum are diffused through the fluid at
the same rate. In the case of gases for which Pr = 0.7, heaC is propa-
gated through the fluid at a higher rate than momentum. The Reynolds _'
number may be interpreted as the ratio of the inertia to viscous forces
in a fluid. Two fluids are dynamically similar, i.e., the velocity fields
are similar if the Reynolds numbers are equal. Implied in the Nusselt
number is the similarity of temperature profiles through the boundary
layer and, hence, heat transfer. Thus, equation 28 indicates chat for a
similarity of physical properties, a defined similarity between velocity
profiles and temperature profiles exists and the heat transfer may be
determined. This relationship applies only to fully developed velocity
and thermal profiles.
In the entrance rasions of pipes for Isntter heat transfer, an
79 [
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empirical equation of the form of 28 is no longer valid because the heat
il transfer depends upon the developing thermal and hydrodynamic boundary
layers. However, if the length effects of the developing thermal and hydro-
dynamic layers can be determined, one would expect an empirical relation-
i ship of the following form to apply
-lJ bNu = a_] ( x ) Re Prc (29)
x n D
i Theoretically, the function_]n(X' ) would be quite complex because of the
'Ii,! / nun_er of degrees of freedom added to the equation. The function rln(X'),
i where the integer n corresponds to a given set of similarity parameters,
would depend upon parameters affecting the entering thermal and hydro-
dynamic profiles as well as variables influencing either the thermal or
i hydrodynamic profile at any downstream axial location until fully de-
veloped flow conditions are established. For a solid propellant igniter
exhausting into a motor port, the additional similarity parameters for[I
[_ which a given _n(X') function would be defined would include the igniter
_I jet and motor configuration parameters as determlned by (I) the Jet exit
Math number (Me) , (2) the nozzle exit half angle (en) , (3) the duct-ro-
ll igniter throat diameter (Dp/Di) , and (4) the igniter jet-to-duct back- '
pressure (Pj/Pd). The time and spatial temperature distributions would
also affect the development of the thermal boundary layer as would phy-
sical irregularities in the port surface, such as slots, which would tend
to disrupt the developing hydrodynamic boundary layer. The latter effects,
_ hopeful'ly, would be small and could be neglected. The other important
variables, including igniter mass flow rate and igniter exhaust specie
-H
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physical properties, are accounted for in Reynolds and Prandtl numbers.
The perturbing effects of two-phase flow are a further complication
r_ which is beyond the scope of tnis study.
ili Experimentally, Boelter, et a_ (20) found the length-dependence of the
3
heat transfer coefficient to be similar to those found in the solid pro-
IIj pellant igniter application under study. Boelter reported that the magnl-
i} tudes and length variations in the localized and average heat transfer
II
coefficient depended greatly upon the entering fluid conditions, i.e., the
Ji thermal and velocity profiles. The implication of these observations is "
thaL an en:pirical heat transfer correlation for each entrance or igniter
! configuration which does not correspond to a known, completely similar
case must be determined individually.
i[_; In igniter heat transfer studies with hot gas igniters, Carlson and
Seader (17) presented generalized head-end igniter heat transfer correla-
li tions in terms of the normalized local diameter Nusselt number and length-
j[ ! to-diameter location for various igniter motor (test chamber) design °
i! I variables. The normalizing Nusselt number was calculated by the Dittus-
[! Boelter equations for fully developed turbulent pipe flow
[--
Ii Typical generalized heat transfer data generated by Carlson and Seader (17)
are given in figures 38 and 39, respectively. Figure 38 indicates then
[! length-dependent Nusselt number at zero time (Inltlatlonof the igniter)
for a duct port-to-throat area ratio of 2 with duct-to-lgnlter nozzle
81 i
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throat diameter ratio as a parameter. Figure 39 indicates the same infor-
mation at a time of 0.8 sec. A significant fact indicated by these figures
Ii is the shifting and changing magnitudes of the normalized Nusselt number
I with time. The changing maximum points and asymptotic values for high
ii, length-to-diameter ratio are of particular interest. Carlson (17) reports
I
that the large time-dependent changes noted are _sociated with the tran-
-'_ sient thermal boundary layer mechanisms brought about by the changing wall
ti
ii temperature. He indicates these transient changes should not be as severe
! in actual rocket motor application as a result of the greater fluid-to-
li
Jl wall temperature difference experienced in the short interval prior to
[! ignition. In later studies, Wrubel (16) reported that the heat transfer
I'
coefficient remained constant as a function of time when a high gas tem-
i perature driving potential was preserved. The results of this program
substantiate their results, "
4.4.1.1 Correlation of Downstream Heat Flux and LenKth Effect
Mullis (9) reported a correlation by Kays (21) for which the head-end
I axial igniter data showed good agreement for distances greater than
4 port diameters downstream of the igniter exit plane. The correlation
I used was of the form
/
\Nu/ x'ID
thermal
:I 84
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where the thermal entry Nusselt number was determined from a series solu-
tion for the entry length by Kays,(22)*and the asymptotic solution Nu_
l was determined from the Colburn equation for fully developed turbulent
pipe flow. Distances were referenced to the point of maximum heat transfer
j where X' ffi0. A basic failing of equation 20 is that it predicts an in-
finite heat transfer rate at locations of X' approaching zero; This is
IU physically unrealistic and does not provide a means of determining the
maximum heat transfer rate which is of the utmost importance since it
determines the point and time of first ignition.
I -
In the current studies, data correlation followed an empirical en-
I glneering approach. The review of previous work, the complexity of the
problem, and the limited quantity and accuracy of the data dictated this
empirical solution.
The head-end igniter test data were reduced to dimensionless parameter
form as indicated in section 4.1. The igniter gas temperature drop along
the duct length was determined by use of equation 19 using the average
values of the steady-state heat flux determined by equation 9. The dimen-
II sionless parameters were then determined using the fluid physical
proper-
ties evaluated at the local film temperature, the local average heat I
i transfer rate, the duct mass flux, and the local wall temperature and duct
If bulk tempeyatur,s.
i i i j • i i=i
Kays' thermal entry length solution was based upon the assumption of a
fully developed hydrodynamic profile entering the cube, a constant initial
[_ temperature, and a constant wall temperature along the tube length.
gas
These assumptions deviate considerably from reality in the igniter tests
and his solution should not be expected to provide close agreement for
_ locations near the maximum heat transfer point.
1968007448-098
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The Nusselt numbers for each axial head-end igniter test were plotted
versus L/D to determine the approximate asymptotic Nusselt number (Nu_).
ii The Nusselt numbers were then normalized by the derived values of Nu_ and
were plotted versus x'/D as shown in figure 40 for nonaluminized igniter
propellants, and in figure 41 for aluminized igniter propellants. For
positive values of x'/D, the normalized Nusselt number can be approximated
by an exponential function of tne form
6x' - NUx = I + kle'k2 _'D (32)
Nu_
For negative values of x'/D, i.e., locations upstream of the point of
maximum heat flux, normalized Nusselt numbers can be approximated by a
i straight line in the case of the nonalumlnlzed propellant and a parabolic
or exponential curve in the case of the aluminized propellant. In the
latter case, the normalized Nusselt number can also be approximated by a
,i straight line with little loss in accuracy, i
Since the Nusselt number is dependent upon length for only the first i
6 to 10dlameters downstream of the point of maximum heat flux, it is de-
sirable to correlate the data in terms of the diameter-based Nusselt and 1
!
ii Reynolds numbers. By noting that
1 Nux" = h_R!' ' (k-) (33) I
l or Nu_ - NUx (34)
i
I
m
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i
it is apparent that the function _x' converts the length-dependent Nusselt
numbers characteristic of the entrance region to corresponding diameter-
i_ based Nusselt numbers for sufficiently large distances.
p
l.j The data were then plotted as suggested by equation 34. The results
for the nonalumlnlzed propellant are presented in figure 42 and the aluml-
i nlzed pzopeliant in figure 43. In both figures 42 and 43, a line with
=
_ slope of 0.8 was drawn through the data points. Althou_h separate lines
_ of differing slopes for each figure could be used to represent each seti
3- •
[ a co_oslte of data points sh_s that an 0.8 slope gives an adequate re-
presentation of the data.
i The equation of the llne is
NUD= 0.033 ReD0"gPr0"3 (35)
I It should be noted that the dlameter-based Nusselt and the Reynolds numbers,
II as well as the Prandtl numbers used above, were corrected for physical
property changes induced by the temperature variation along one duct
!i length. This accounts for the varlaelon in Reynolds number for each speci-
fic test and some of the varLstions in the product of NuxPr'0"3/_x,. For
t the tests involved, these changes were on the order of 10_. In recon-
- strutting the length-dependent heat flux for a given igniter design, inII
most cans, tha lensCh-dependency of thormal proparelu could be ignored
(1 sincetheirinfluence lsslightcomperedwiththa_, functionand is less
than the experimental errors i.e., accuracy of determination of _x, for a
given confi_uration.
!
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FI6URE-4_ DATA CORRELATIOI'| FOR ALUPIINIZEI3
I_OPELI.ANT HEAD-END 16NITION
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To determine the igniter heat £1u_. distribution for a given design
wlth known equivalent pipe flow conditions, it is necessary to define the
li corresponding _x' f,;nction for that design. Since the n_ximum po'int of
heat flux n_asC correspond to the value o£ _x,(O) and the value of _x' is
i seen to be approximately 1.I at an x'/D of 6 (i.e., II0_ of the pipe £1ow
equivalent), the coe£ficlents in the _x' function may be determined by the
relationships
[
and f
I k 2 = -1 In (0.1) (3_')6 k 1
I A review of data by Carlson end Seader (17) and by Hulli_ (9) indicates
chat the decay of the Nuaselt number wlth length is such chat Nux = 1.1 Nu
at x/D = 6 £or all t_sts. Zt is apparent from equations 36 and 37 that
when the magnitude of the maximum Nusselt number i-_ established, the co-
N e£fici_.nte kI and k 2 can b_ sstabllshed.
l
i'i 4,4.1.z Correlatlou of sut n.x i,
The maximum heat flux for both alunLtnised and noulum_Lnised _nitar
1 propellant was correlated by plottinS the diameter-based geynolds number
- against the product" NuxPr'0"3 taken at the maximum value of the length-
dependent Nuaselt number for _ch cent. The results are shown in figure
i 4A. An approximate correiation of the data for the nonaluLtnised propeliant
can be represented by the equation
] 91
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f
ill Nu = 12.25 Re0'285pr0"3 (38)
Jl max
-_ The data for the aluminized igniter propellant can be represented by
I i NUmax = 0.01 Re Pr 0"3 (39)
v
i While the basis for this correlation is empirical and the coefficients are
J
not those which are normally observed, it indicates that the aluminized9
igniter propellant maxima show a greater dependency on mass flux as te-
l flected in the Reynolds number power dependency. The reason for this
trend is not clear; it may arise in part from the effects of two-phase
I flow upon the boundary layer development and heat transfer mechanisms
associated with solid particle condensation upon the walls of the duct.
_ p
Comparing equations 38 and 39 with equation 30, it is seen that the
value NUmax/NU® is dependent upon Reynolds number. By determination of
NUmax/NU , we may determine the _x,fUnction by use of equations 36 and 37.
Alternately, by referring to figures 40 and 41, it can be seen that the *
_] length-dependent Nusselt numbers for the aluminized and nonaluminized
t_ propellants may be approximated by the _x' curves whose maximum values
tJ
are 2.23 and 3.0, respectively. A high percentage of the scattering of
Jf_
[_ the data at the maxima is accounted for the fact that the datapoints by
does not lle on a true exponential near the maximum point. This trend
away from the exponential is accentuated as the igniter mass flow is de-
ii creased. However, for distances in the neighborhood of 2 diameters down- i
stream, best agreement between the actual data and exponential approxima-]
_I tions is obtained. This su88ests that the exponentlal may be used to
] ,3
J
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determine the heat flux for distances greater than 2 diameters downstream
and that a second order correction which is a function of the igniter mass
_ flux and dimensional characteristics may be used to adjust the data up-
stream to the maximum.
Although the current data establish a few quantitative data points
_i and indicate qualitative trends, insufficient information exists at points
of constant hydrodynamic and thermal similarity to determine the quanita-
tive behavior of the maximum heat for a wide range of interest.
D
4.4.1.3 Location of Maximum Heat Flux
The location of the region of maximum heat transfer in the duct head-
;, end is highly dependent upon igniter jet dynamics and interaction of the
jet with the constraining duct walls. Stagnation zones, areas of recircu-
I
_ lation and vortexing, and regions of jet impingement are all possible
i
Love, et al#23jt_ conducted ex_ensive experimental and theoretical
I
_i! studies into the flow field characteristics of axisymmetric free jets. _I•
The effects of jet Math number, the rates of specific heat, nozzle diver-
l
j gence angle and Jet static-pressure ratio upon Jet structure, jet wave
length, and the shape and curvature of the Jet boundary were investigated. /
For constant specific heat, exit Math number, and nozzle divergence anglej
the Jet boundary was found to be dependent only upon the ratio of Jet exit
static pressure to free stream or back pressure (Pj/Pb).T
An increase in jet pressure ratio (Pj/Pb) was found to increase theJ
_ 94 i[
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_ maximum jet diameter and shift its location downstream. The effect of an
increase in the ratio of specific heats, considering the other variables
constant, was to likewise increase the maximum jet diameter and displace
the axial location of the maximum downstream. Two analytical methods for
predicting the jet boundary, the method of characteristics, and the circu-
lar arc method were presented. Figure 45 presents a typical sonic jet
expansion envelope for various jet total to back pressure ratios (Po/Pb)
I as constructed by Carlson and Seader (17) from the data of Love, et al. (23)
For cases where the igniter jet impinges upon the wall, the point of
impingement can be used as the maximum point of heat transfer. This point
may be found by determining the point of intersection of the free jet
II boundary with cylindrical boundary radius by application of methods pre-
sented by Love. Although the referenced methods apply to the shape of
free axisymmetric jets, gu_calt reports that Love s methods adequately
(24) !
r_resent the case of jets discharging into a duct provided the jet base
pressure is used to determine the jet boundary.
li
For cases where the Jet does not intersect the wails, the problem is
lli more complex and depends to a large extent upon the relative igniter and
motor configurations. Using figure 45 with a correction for specific /
_:l heats, the location of the maximum Jet expansion for each of the axial
head-end igniter tests was approximated. The region of the Jet expansion
and its position relative to the igniter and points of maximum heat flux
}i are depicted in figure 46. The pertinent data for each of these tests are
presented in table IV. Although there is data scatter in the thermocouple
U readings at the locations recording the maximum heat flux, it is apparent
i 95
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that the maxima foz tests 4 and 12 definitely are upstream of the maxima
of the other tests. In tests 4 and 12, a large duct orifice was used to
produce low duct chamber pressures, while maintaining comparable mass
fluxes to tests 2 and I0.
In referring to table IV, it is seen that the locations of the maxl-
!
mum jet dla_leter for tests 4 and 12 are downstream of the maximum for tests _i
!
2 and I0. However, this is in the reverse order of the maxima obtained i
for the heat transfer data. On review of the test data, it was found that ]
I
the jet pressure ratios for tests 4 and 12 were higher than those for the
other tests and, based on Jet expansion data from Love, et al',(23;which"" L_
indicates that the initial Jet turning angles are greater. Data from
I
Carlson and Seader (17) indicate the same effect. Thereforej it is con-
cluded that this back pressure has a significant effect upon the location
of maximum heat transfer through its effect on the Jet plume initial
turning angle.
t
has shown that the location of the maximum Jet diameter _ lI_
Mullis (9)
!
does not correspond to the heat flux maximum in those tests where inter-
section between the Jet and the wall does not occur. Instead, the duct
back pressure and the turbulent mixing behind the normal shock play mure
important (but at the present, quantitatively indeterminate) roles in
locating the maximum. Fortunately, the variation in maxima location
appears to be less than 1 diameter for typical igniter designs under con-
sideration. From review of the data of Mullis (9) and Carlson and Seador, (17)
use can be made of the approximation that the point of maximum heat flux
will occur from about 1.5 to 3.0 port diameters downstream of the isniter
1968007448-112
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exit plane. This Is valid for igniter throat-to-port diameter ratios from
|[ 5 to 15 and Jet-to-back pressure ratios of approximately 20 to 50.
I! 4.4.2 CantedHead-EndIgn!ters
I
!i _ Head-end canted igniter data were correlated In the same manner as the
head-end axial igniter data. The stagnation temperature drop along the duct
[ was determined a:.dconvective heat transfer and flow data for each thermo-
couple location were converted to their corresponding dimensionless para-
t_ meters. The length-dependent normalized Nusselt number for each test in-
dicated significant difference in the heat transfer rates between points
along the centerllne of Jet impingement and points 60° from the centerline
I (midway between the Impinging Igniter streams). The difference is more
significant for the aluminized propellant than for the nonalumlnlzed pro- i
_-- pellant. This is in contradiction to Carlson and Seader's (17) results
t
which indicated little circumferential difference in the heat transfer rate
for canted nozzle igniters. This difference is probably affected by the
lower gas temperatures of the igniters used by Carlson and Seader .(17)
Il
. On comparison of axial and canted igniter test data, it is apparent
l.,i that an exponential functJ.on similar to equation 32may be used to approxl-
mate the length variation of Nueselt number. Consequentlys the data for
Ii test downstream the maximum were reduced to the equi-
|each for locations of
valent diameter Nusselt number by the application of the _x I function with
constants determined by equations 36 and 37. The results are plotted in
figure 47. The reduced flow relationship can ba approx£msted by equation
NuD - 0.0278 lie 0"8 Pr0"3 (40)
"_ 100
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i The coefficient in equation 40 Is approximately 12Z l_er than the
corresponding coefficient determined for axial head-end ignition. This im-
plies that the fully developed pipe flow heat transfer for the canted igni-
Ii ter is approximately 12% lower than similar fully developed axial igniter
! conditions. This approximate 12Z variation is well within the accuracy of
L)
the experimental data and assumptions on variation of physical properties
i! used in the data correlation. Theoretically, there should be no difference
between the fully developed flow heat transfer for the axial and canted
igniters.
I The location of maximum heat transfer for all tests was the same and
I corresponded to the area of direct Jet implngement. In each case, the maxi-
mum along the Jet centerline occurred at an approximate duct L/D of 1.4.
I The maximum on thermocouples midway ,
heat transfer bas_ the located between
Jet centerlines was at an approximate L/D station of 1.9. The difference
I in heat flux at the cm_non circumferential stations in general persisted
_ until about 6 to 7 diameters downstream of the impingement point beyond
which a circumferentially constant heat flux was noted.
By application of heat flux at the circumferential and axial locations
I "j and assu_Ln 8 symmetry,lines of constant heat flux may be constructed and the
surface temperature variation of the duct or propellant surface determined.
Significant data relating to the magnitude of maximum heat £1ux both
on and off the jet centerline are presented in figure 48. The locations of
the maximum Nusselt number ratios (_max)_U,_ for the nonaluminized igniter
propellants varied from 3.$ to 7.0 along the Jet centerline and appear to
U . %
V
=
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be an increasing function of igniter jet mass flow, as does the maximum
heat flux off the jet centerline. A significant difference is noted in
_ run 8. The ratio (NUmax/NUo) on the jet centerline is lower than that for
run 6 which has a comparable igniter mass flow rate. This is also the case
I! for the ratio of the jet centerline to the point of 60 ° from the centerline.
_i Although test 8 was conducted with the same igniter mass flux, a larger
duct orifice was used to reduce the average duct chamber pressure by a
factor of approximately two. This decrease in duct pressure ratio would
result in an increased jet pressure ratio (Pj/P_)D from approximately 26 to! -40 and thereby an Increase in the effective jet cross section and drop in
I igniter mass flux of the impingement point. This in effect would spread
6
the jet over a larger area, reducing the peak flux, and indicates a con-
I siderable of maximum heat flux as
dependency upon igniter 3et dynamics
influenced by igniter design and duct or motor configuration.
!
The maximum heating rates for aluminized propellant are seen to be
about twice as high as for the nonaluminized propellant. This is attributed
[i to impingement and condensation of alumina particles in the region of jet
impingement. Insufficient test data az_ available to determine the effects
._ i cf the igniter design variables on the maximum flux level, bl,t qualitatively
it is observed that for the observed flux levels the pcopellant ignition /
jJ
• delay at the point of maximum heat would be of the order of msec for typi-
I cal solid propellants. For these cases, the initial igniter heat flux
(
would be relatlvely unimportant in determination of the total ignition
_r
U transient. Interaction of the igniter with motor combustion products
i I woul4 be controlli:.g in defiling flame propagation.
--! 104
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4.4,3 Aft-End Igniters
There are significant differences between the phenomena of head-end
and aft-end ignition by pyrogen igniters. These differences result from
variations in igniter gas flow patterns and their elfect upon heat transfer
l i to the propellant grain. Head-end igniters provide gas flows which may be
I" characterized at distances sufficiently downstream of the igniter exit
plane with classical pipe flow correlations. Aft-end igniters yield more
I[
complex flow fields because of igniter gas t.ow reversal and mixing within
the main motor cavity. These phenomena are highly dependent upon both
I "igniter and motor design parameters. Although a omplete quantitative
i description of the dynamics of aft-end ignition has not been found, a
theoretical model has been derived which qualitatively agrees with observed
I experlmenta i data.
I Early work on the theoretical and experimental aspects of aft-end
i ignition system was conducted at UTC by Fullman and Nielsen. (12) Experi-
mental work included aft-end ignition of multiple TM-3A test motors of
a
three, six, and 12 segments. Two large-volume simulation tests and two
clustered motor tests were also conducted. The igniter employed was an
aft-mounted pyrogen (rocket) with a nominal 1,000 psi chamber pressure and
a _onvergent-dlvergent nozzle designed for optimum expansion, i
An aft-end ignition model based on theoretical considerations and the
results of UTC's tests and later work b:,Nei:;sen a_d Bretting (25) and by
! (26) has subsequentl_ been developed. The sequence ofj Plumley,et al.,
events as described by the ignition model is as follows:
105
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A. The pyrogen is ignited and discharges a jet through the nozzle
of the motor being ignited.
I
i _ B. As the igniter jet penetrates into the motor port cavity itI "
•_ begins to break down by the mechanisms of Riemann shocks and
i." viscous turbulent mixing. In this process the jet expands
and becomes attached to the port walls. Finally, the expanaed
jet conlpletely blocks the port and acts as a piston to compress
the cold gas in the head end of the motor as shown schematically| .in figure 49.
l
C. Equilibrium is established when flow out of the main motor
I balances the igniter jet mass flow rate. At this time, a
stable stagnation plane or region which separates the hot
igniter gas from the cold motor port gas is formed within the
motor port. The position of this plane is stable as long as i
the igniter mass flow rate remains constant and no propellant _.
ignition occurs. !
f
I i D. Aft of the stagnation zone, the igniter gases flow in a core l
[! 'i toward the s _gT_l_tion region are reversed, and flow a long the iport walls and out the motor nozzle in an annular area around ,
:' the incoming jet. In the area aft of the stagnation zone the
_t
!i ignition process is similar to that of a head-end igniter, i
I06
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Flow Patterns in Motor for Aft-End Igniter
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E. The first ignition occurs within the aft region and progresses
until the grain surface aft of the stagnation plane has ignited.
As time progresses the ignition boundary defined by the stagna-
tion plane propagates towards the head end of the motor under
the influence of radiative heat flux from the body of hot
gases in the aft-end of the motor and from the conductive and
convective heat fluxes on newly exposed surface areas resulting
from movement of the stagnation plane forward during buildup
in motor chamber pressure.
F. Total ignition is achieved when the entire grain surface area
has been ignited,
This ignition model reveals the importance of a stagnation zone in
determining the character of aft-end ignition. Since the stagnation zone
limits the fraction of propellant surface exposed to igniter thermal flux,
the existence and position of a stagnation plane must necessarily have a
profound effect on characteristic ignition times. High penetrations
(70% to 80%), would give characteristic motor ignition transient times
comparable to head-end ignition. Low penetration would yield longer igni-
/
tion transients with slow pressure rise rates since the ignition front
propagation rate into the stagnant head-end region is slow compared with
propagation rates for propellants directly exposed to igniter exhaust
gases.
i
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Plumley (26) and Jensen and Cose (27) have shown experimentally that
the primary factor influencing the distribution of aft-end ignition is
the igniter nozzle configuration. Supersonic nozzles provide higher pene-
tration and shorter ignition delays for comparable igniter mass flow rates, !
4
To investigate the variations in aft-end ignition, heat flux tests were I
conducted using various igniter mass flows with both sonic and supersonic
igniters. The effects of aluminized and nonaluminized igniter propellants !
were also investigated. The following paragraphs present an analysis of _ .
these data. _
Analysis of the data revealed no generalized method which would i
J
adequately correlate aft-end ignition results. This difflculty arises
from the complicated gas dynamic effects and the limited test data col-
lected. To obtain a valid generalized correlation, the test data must be
expressed in terms of the appropriate dimensionless similarity parameters
which in general are the Reynolds, Nusselt and Prandtl numbers and dimen-
slonal similarity parameters pertaining to igniter and motor configuration. I
Because of unknowns in the flow and temperature fields within the duct,
i
sufficiently accurate length determinations of the Reynolds and Nusselt
numbers cannot be made to provide meaningful quantitative correlations.
As previously discussed, determination of the localized Reynolds and
Prandtl numbers is highly dependent upon the local mass flux and tempera_.u_-e.
Zn the case of aft-end ignition the igniter Jet penetrates into the motor i
and is dissipated in a turbulent mixing region of undetermined length aft
109
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of the stagnation gone. Within the turbulent mixing region th_ higher gas
J.
potential in the core forces the less energetic gas to the duct wall set-
ring up a counter flowing wall jet. This produces a developing wall boundary
layer which flows along the annular area between the wall and the incoming!i "
_ jet. The mass flux (and, hence, Reynolds number) which would be needed to
"" correlate heat transfer from the wall jet, is indeterminate because of a
variable fluid boundary and an unknown amount of stripping of gases from
the igniter jet and mixing with the countercurrent wall stream. A similar
problem arises in determining the localized value of the Nusselt number.
| '"
_ Uncertainties in the length variation of wall and Jet temperatures induce
I considerable error in this determination.
- Carlson and Seader(17) used a length-dependent correlation Of the :form
Nu/Re 0.5 pr0.4 (41)
_| Although it is not precisely clear from their report how the Nusselt _,
and Reynolds numbens were evaluated, it is believed that the igfiiter mass .... ,.i
flow, the port area, and a viscosity for some mean temperature were used
such the t ..
\Ap/ . i
and
Jl i
1
_} Nu= hD= q D
, <T®- • -f (43)
where the value of wall stream temperature (To) is evaluated et some
}
mean value. In the current studies on head-end ignition, errors in
ii0
!
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determination of the Nusselt number resulting from assuming a constant wall
Ji
_emperature are in the order of 7570if the combustion temperature of the
igniter is used, and 3870if a mean duct temperature is used. Similar errors
may occur for the aft-end ignition case. Hence, these temperature and flow
parameter uncertainties must be considered carefully in the reduction of
the data.
Although a generalized correlation of length dependency is not appro-
priate with the present limited data, correlations to determine the Ioca-
tlon and magnitude of the maximum heat flux are deslrable. The magnitude
of the maximum heat flux was investigated by use of modified P.eynoldsand
Nusselt numbers. For each test, the Reynolds number at the maximum heat
i flux point was determined by the equation
!
(ID ()= ='_ WiEn -- Tb _ D Tb
! -
Here _ign/AAN is the mass flux of the annular wall Jet. Assumptions ere _, t.that the greater percentage of the igniter Jet penetrates past the point
of maximum heat flux before reversal. The annular wall stream area was '
approximated by reducing the duct port area by everage maxima igniter Jet
areas as determined by the methods of Love and Grlgsby. (23) These duct
t
area reductions were approximately 207. for the son!e igniter nozzle and 10_ #
for the supersonic igniter nozzles. The Nusselt numbers were determined by
the equation i w-
_max kf " kf iJ
111
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The thermal conductivity, viscosity, and Prandtl numbers were evaluated at
mean film temperatures cf 2,860 ° and 3,220°R, respectively, for the non-
aluminized and aluminized igniter propellants,
The wall temperatures were determined from heat flux versus temperature
curves constructed from the computer analysis of the transient heat flux
data. The wall stream temperature was _ssumed to be at the combustion tem-
"_. perature of the igniter propellants. While this is obviously not the case, '
the actual temperature of the w_ _.Istream being less, it is believed that
, because of the similarity of heat flux distance profiles that the corres-
poudlng Nusselt numbers will all be biased by approximately the same per-
L
reneges.
!
The dimensionless data for the maximum heat flux points determined by
the previously discussed method are presented in figure 50. These data t
appear to be adequately represented by the equations
.] l_x - 0.0745 _0.8 1_0.3 _o_lumini,,-ed) (46) i
NUmax = 0.0914 Re0"8 Re0"3 (Aluminized) (47) "
#
As indicated by these correlations the maximum heat transfer for the
aluminized propellant is approximately 23% higher then the nonaluminized
-- propellant which agrees well with data for axial head-end ignition (20Z). _
J
i
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A_ important point noted from this data indicates that for the same
- Reynolds nurber there is no appreciable difference in Nusselt numbers for
sonic and supersonic igniters. This apparently results from the fact that
the annular area effect on the Reynolds number, adjusted for the mass flux $
in each case, was approximately correct.
No genezal correlation was found for the location of the maximum heat
: flux but, for the configurations investigated, the maxima were found to be
approximately 1.5 diameters from the igniter exit plane for the sonic
nozzle_ and 3.0 diameters for the supersonic.
. 4.4.4 _R_dJarion,Data
A theoretical correlation of radiation data is employed which incorpo-
rates the use of charts of previously calculated emissivities for a homoge- ]
|
neous cloud in a cylindrical container radiating Co any point on the con-
tainer's inner surface (see reference 8). These emissivities are given in
_ terms of a dimensionless radiation parameter and the dimensionless cylln- _
drical location. The time-varylng radiation parameter is determined for _ _
!each calculation interval as a function of the measured bore gas pressure
essuming constant gas temperature. The correspondin8 emissivity is de-
termined from the charts and the radiant heat flux is calculated by appli- j
cation of this value to the Step._an-Boltzman blackbody radiation law.
i
Comparative heat fluxeo, determined by test data and the theoretical
correlation show fair agree_nC. Muiiis (9) reported that the experimental
data was from 50% to 801 of the theoretically calculated data. He concluded
113
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that this discrepancy resulted from clouding of the radiometer test windows
during the test; however, an investigation of the calculation methods used
indicated that the effect of the igniter gas temperature loss along the
duct length was not estimated correctly. This loss resulted in a si_nifi-
cant drop in gas _.emperature along the duct which, when incorporated into
the theoretical calculations, produces results which agree within ±30Z of
the experimental results.
Since the theoretical correlations agree with the experimental data
within the accuracy of the test data, it is concluded that the theoretical
correlation given in reference 9 adequately approximatem the radiant flux
level.
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s.0co.cslo.sC  .TIO.SThe present analytical studies on the heat transfer behavior of solid
propellant pyrogen ignlSers have provided some degree of correlation between
the thermal and hydrodynamic properties of the igniter exhaust, the igniteri
configuration, the position In the duct, and the resulting heat transfer
! rate to the propellant surface. Basically, the following general conclu-
sions are defined from this study:[! -
- A. Correlations were developed for axial head-end convective heat
transfer which are of use to the igniter designer. These cor-
relattona are based upon geometrically s/milar parameters which\
govern the veloclty and temperature profiles in the region of
Li developlng hydrodynamic and thermal boundary layers. The loca-
tion and amplltude of the heat flux maxima can be apprcxlmated
by use of empirical correlations since theoretical methods for
their prediction are currently Inadequate. Additional emplrical '
correlatlons are available for predicting the distribution of
U heat flux as a function of distance from the maximum. These
correlations show that at distances greater than 6 diameters
downstream of the region of maximum heat fh,x, the correlatlons
apprgach,, values predlcted by c_asslcsl .plpl flow correletlons
for fully developed turbulemt flow.
I-
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Further experimental studies are required to properly develop
a model to characterize head-end gas dynamics in order to
0
!_ theoretically define head-end heat transfer in the region from
the head-end to the area of maximum heat flux.
B. Correlations similar to those for axial head-end igniters exist
_ for canted head-end igniters. However, because of the axial
asymmetry, at least two correlations are needed to map the axial
i
" heat flux distribution, Location of the maximum heat-flux region
_ is determined by igniter Jet impingement. The magnitude of. the I
maxima is highly dependent upon jet dynamics and further studies
are needed to establish accurate heat-transfer correlations for
i
- this region as well as areas upstream of the maximum heat-transfer
J point.
C. Further characterization of the fluid dynamics of aft-end ignition
is necessary before accurate length dependent correlations can
be obtained. Current data are sufficient to provide only approxl-
il mate quantitative information on steady-state flux levels. Limited
_' test data indicate that the transient phenomena during aft-end _
ignition varies more widely over the ignition interval than head-
end igniter dynamics. To adequately analyze and correlate aft-end
i
, ignition tests, studies should be undertaken to detemtne iSnitor
fluid dynamics in conjunction with heat transfer tests with a high
C, speed surface heat flux measurement capability.
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D. Application of the experimental correlations to igniter design
and calculation of ignition transient depend upon the rationale
that steady-state heat transfer correlations can be applied to
a transient phenomena. This is believed to be the case, but high
response heat flux measurements should be conducted in test
apparatus -_ithwall thermal properties similar to propellant
thermal properties so that the correspondence of driving thermal
potential an_ consequential heat transfer dis tributlon can be
determined.
E. The effects of aluminum content in the igniter propellant on heat
transfer were found to correlate in part with the thermal proper- _
ties of the propellants. However, additional studies are neces-
sary to arrive at theoretical and analytical descriptions of the
effects of particle impingement and condensation as well as two
phase flow effects on heat transfer characteristics, particularly
in the case of canted head-end igniter exhausts, _
F. No usable radiation correlation could be obtained from available
igniter test data. To achieve a proper correlation, a more
comprehensiv6 investigation is needed and measurement techniques
should be improved to provide data to derive a more complete
radiation model, _;
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